340	MEANING
* lad away by accurate perception' is a misfortune that could
happen only in a special sense, the sense in which it has
happened, possibly, to the writer, whom sheer force of accurate
perception may have hurried into inaccurate expression ; but
more probably he too is the victim of ' jingling antithesis \
Long" before the appointed hour for the commencement of the recital,
standing room only fell to the lot of those who arrived just previous to
Mr. K.'s appearance on the platform.—Guernsey Advertiser.
The necessary inference—that Mr. K., the reciter, appeared
on the platform long before the appointed hour—is probably
not in accordance with the facts.
The weather this week has for the most part been of that quality which
the month of March so strikingly characterizes in the ordinary course of
events.— Guernsey Advertiser.
What happens in the ordinary course of events can scarcely
continue to be striking. Whether the month characterizes the
weather, or the weather the month, we need not consider
here.
"He forgot that it was possible, that from a brief period of tumultuous
disorder, there might issue a military despotism more compact, more
disciplined, and more overpowering than any which had preceded it, or
any which has followed it.—bagehot.
He could not forget, because he could not know, anything
about the despotisms which have in fact followed. He might
know and forget something about all the despotisms that had
preceded or should follow (in direct speech, e that have pre-
ceded or shall follow '): ' this may result in the most compact
despotism in all history, past and future'. But probably
Bagehot does not even mean this: the last clause seems to
contain a reflection of his own, falsely presented as a part of
what he ought to have reflected.
Some people would say that my present manner of travelling is much
the most preferable) riding as I do now, instead of leading my horse.—
borrow.
Only two modes of travelling are compared : the most prefer-*

